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This paper provides an overview of how cognitive load
theory applies to web site design and then considers
three different methods of measuring cognitive load.
NASA TLX is the standard method, but is a post-event
measure. The Sternberg Memory Test and a tapping
test both provide a means of measuring cognitive load
while the person performs a usability test. By knowing
the areas of high cognitive load, the designer can then
consider what factors are causing the high load and
potentially redesign the web site to reduce it.

INTRODUCTION
As more and more people facilitate web sites into their
daily routines, it is important to create an interaction
that is as easy as possible. As the web continues to
evolve, more and more web site designs depend upon a
complex, flexible structure (Reeves). However, the
lack of understanding the major impediments to the
user within that structure present a substantial problem
to both designers and users. The designers lack a clear
view of what areas to focus on to improve the
interaction and users experience higher frustration
levels and inability to find information. One method of
determining the problem areas within a web site is to
measure the user’s cognitive load level. The designer
can then take the results of the cognitive load
measurements and work to redesign the problem areas.
This paper discusses how cognitive load effects web
site usability and considers three different methods of
measuring cognitive load. The Sternberg Memory Task,
tapping task, and the NASA TLX can measure the
levels of cognitive load. All three tests work at
different granularity levels of their measurements and
have different implementation issues.

COGNITIVE LOAD
A person has a limited amount of cognitive resources
which they must allocate amount all mental tasks being
concurrently performed. Cognitive load refers to the
total amount of mental activity on working memory at
an instance in time (Cooper). Short term memory is
limited in the number of elements it can contain
simultaneously (Sweller). If a design requires the user
to hold too many items in short term memory, it will
fail (Balogh). When a user’s working memory is
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available to concentrate on the details of to-be-used
information, usability is increased (Cooper).
Technical writers have discovered that readers
appreciate brief chunks of information whether they are
located online or printed on paper. Segments of
information are gathered into groups, called chunks of
information. Working memory is only capable of
retaining five to nine chunks of information (Baddeley).
It has become apparent that this theory is even truer for
online documentation since computer screens only
provide a limited view of long documentation.
An effective design allows a user to focus on the
information of interest to them. While this statement
sounds obvious, many web site architectures are an
obstacle to be overcome. They impose a high cognitive
load with poor navigation or forcing the user to figure
out cryptic categories or link names. All of these draw
cognitive resources away from the user’s primary task
of finding and comprehending the site’s information.
Besides proper design factors which a designer or
writer can control, many external factors also effect the
amount of cognitive resources a user has available.
Stress, time pressure, and lack of sleep are but a few of
many factors which can decrease the resource pool. A
design which tests fine in a usability lab may fail in the
field because of these external factors. The normal
stress of a job may push the user into cognitive
overload although this wasn’t seen during user testing.
As a user’s cognitive load increases, their ability to
perform effectively slowly decreases until they reach a
point of cognitive overload. Since a person starts with
a very limited pool of cognitive resources, a poor
design can easily exhaust it. At that point, performance
drops sharply and frustration and error rates sky rocket.
As web sites become more complex, user confusion
becomes of greater concern, and confusion forces
cognitive overload (Reeves). Successful user interface
must respect the limits of human cognitive processing
(Balogh). The overwhelmed/confused reaction users
often experience is due to abundant options that
increase cognitive load (Celt). Cognitive overload can
be divided into two categories: saturation, when
overload is too great to process; and pollution, when a
user must process unnecessary flawed or poorly
designed information. Inadequately planned websites
force both, saturation and pollution, on a user (Albers).
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Usability testing should measure cognitive load as soon
as basic prototypes of the web site are available and
problems can be fixed with minimal expense (Mowat).
Successful measurements will require a working
prototype, rather than paper mock ups or wire frames,
but as pieces become available, they should be tested.
Usability can flush out areas of high cognitive load and
help obtain the goal of creating a web site that is as
useful for the user as possible. The problem areas may
include issues such as poor navigation categories,
inconsistent design, or poorly written information.
Performance Drop w ith Cognitive
Overload
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Figure 2. While the cognitive resources
consumed by the primary task varies, the
resources of the secondary task remain
constant.

METHODS OF MEASURING
COGNITIVE LOAD
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Figure 1. When the cognitive load level
(increasing line) crosses the overload
threshold (dotted line), the performance (heavy
line) drops abruptly drops off.
Examining the levels of cognitive load when searching
informational web sites is important in determining
how the websites are interpreted. The easiest method of
measuring cognitive load involves imposing a
secondary task on the subject (Figure 2). Besides the
primary task of finding information on a web site, the
person has to perform a second task. When
simultaneously performed, the primary and secondary
tasks share the person’s cognitive resources. Since a
person has a very limited pool of cognitive resources,
when primary task performance exhausts that pool. No
longer having the amount of resources that they usually
require, the primary or secondary tasks are affected and
their performance is presumed to decrease”. (Olive).
They slough the second task to concentrate resources on
the primary task. In other words, the person discards
secondary tasks and proceeds with the primary tasks.
As users become confused or lost they will drop the
secondary task. At this point, we have some foundation
to state that areas of usability are evident.
This sloughing of tasks in a primary benefit of
imposing a secondary task load. The primary task may
not have a high enough load level to exhaust a person’s
cognitive resources and thus make it hard to measure
points of overload. However, the combined
requirements of the primary and secondary task make
causing overload more likely.
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There are many different methods of measuring a user’s
cognitive load, ranging from direct measurement of
neuro-physiological response to post-event questions.
While techniques measuring physical responses such as
EEG and pulse rates are very accurate, they are also
expensive and require special equipment and training.
This paper discusses three methods which are easily
applied within a simple usability test.

NASA TLX
The NASA TLX test was developed to measure the
overall work load of equipment operation. “It can be
used to assess workload in various human-machine
environments such as aircraft cockpits; command,
control, and communication (C3) workstations;
supervisory and process control environments;
simulations and laboratory tests” (Manning).
To assess the workload experienced while completing
multiple tasks, six rating scales have been established:
mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand,
performance, effort, frustration (JTAP). The user rates
each of these on a Likert scale and then has 15
questions that pair up two scales and ask the user to
select the one which is the most important contributor
to workload for the task.
The concept of the NASA-TLX is to allow the user
time to access the workload situation once the testing is
complete. The subscales provide detailed information,
not just one-answer questions. We must consider that it
measures workload as an afterthought. NASA-TLX
does not test the user while they are in the process of
completing the task. The user is forced to rely on what
they remember and provide and opinion based on
memory.
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NASA TLX is designed for work loads which often had
a higher physical component than computer mouse
operations. On the other hand, for the information
seeking activities which are the norm on web sites, the
cognitive load a person experiences tends to be directly
related to the work load.

Post-test analysis measures the time interval between
probe and response. For the above average response
times (areas imposing high cognitive load), the designer
should examine the specific area of the web site to
determine what the user was doing at the time and if a
redesign is appropriate.

An electronic version of the test can be downloaded at
http://www.nrl.navy.mil/aic/ide/NASATLX.php.

Tapping Test

Sternberg Memory Test
As originally designed, the Sternberg Memory Test was
designed to measure how quickly people can search for
and retrieve information from short-term memory.
People were give a small set of number (1-6) to
memorize and were then give a sequence of probe
numbers. The subjects had to respond yes/no to
whether the probe number was one of the numbers they
had memorized. For example, you memorize 3 and 6.
The probe number is 8, you say “no.” The probe
number is 6, you say “yes.” The part of the website
using high cognitive resources can be determined
because the yes/no response will take longer.
According to Sternberg, several theories of short-term
memory can be tested by altering the number of items
on the list. Sternberg found that as the theory set
increased, reaction times increased, and whether the
probe was or was not committed to memory, did not
alter the reaction time (Cog Lab Wadsworth).
While this test sounds very simple, the speed of
response (saying yes/no) varies with the cognitive load.
For high load situations, a user responds slower and if
they are overloaded, there could be a substantial delay
or out-right forgetting of some of the numbers which
were memorized (Miyake).
Using the Sternberg Memory Test
At the start of the usability test, subjects are shown a
short (1-6) list of numbers and are asked to commit the
numbers to memory.
The subjects are then given a task to perform on a web
site.
While the subject is performing the task, a tape recorder
is running and a number is given at fixed intervals (3045 seconds) and the person must respond if it is on the
memorized list. It works best to have a tape recording
of the numbers rather than the test administrator give
the numbers. A second recorder (such as Camtasia) is
needed to record both the probe number and the
response, and the area of the web site the person is
interacting with.
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Using tapping is a simple way of imposing a secondary
load on the user. If the subject’s concentration is
focused at processing information other than tapping, it
is hard for subjects to apply the concentration needed to
execute the tapping task (Miyake).
While seemingly a trivial task, it does require cognitive
resources to continue to rhythmically tap either a finger
or foot. This imposes the additional load which helps
push the user into cognitive overload.
Using the tapping test
At the start of the usability test, the subject is told to tap
with their non-dominate hand. They should be
instructed to tap with a steady rhythm. A speed of
about 1 tap per second works well to keep the person’s
hand from getting tired during the test. If both hands
are required during the test, such as for data entry work,
toe tapping also works.
The subjects are then given a task to perform on a web
site and reminded to tap the entire time.
A recorder (such as Camtasia) is needed to record both
the tapping sound and the area of the web site the
person is interacting with.
Post-test analysis examines the areas of the web site
where tapping slowed down or stopped. Areas with
slow or unrhythmical tapping are imposing an extra
load. Areas where tapping stopped have pushed the
user into cognitive overload and should be redesigned.

CONCLUSION
NASA TLX is a post-event test which captures how
people thought about or remember the interaction;
whereas, the Sternberg Memory task and the tapping
task provide the ability to collect the users response
throughout the interaction. As such, they provide a
means of finding the specific areas of a web site which
are causing users problems.
The recordings of both the tapping test and the
Sternberg Memory Test reveal the areas of high
cognitive load and thus areas of increased user
frustration within a given site.
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The Sternberg Memory Task is not as fine grained as
the tapping task, but is easier for the user. There is a
chance the high load areas occur between probe
numbers. Also, the person is forced to suspend their
web site action and respond to the number probe. The
speed and ease at which a person can make this shift is
also a measure of cognitive load.
All three of these measure provide an additional level
of usability testing besides the normal method of
watching a user interact with a site. Both tapping and
the Sternberg Memory Test provide a clear indicator of
high load situation whereas with just observation, it is
possible the user has simply paused and relaxed for a
moment while doing the task.
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